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究竟有多大无能为力。本文采用 Lesmond, Ogden and Trzcinka (1999)[3] 提出的

































Collin-Dufresne, Glodstein, and Martin (2001)[1] and Huang and Huang (2003)[2] 
indicate that neither the levels nor changes in the yield spread of corporate bonds over 
treasury bonds can be fully explained by credit risk determinants. The analysis on the 
quantity of bond liquidity cost is essential for both theses and investment in practice. The 
traditional liquidity indices are mostly exogenous, and can only measure the liquidity order 
between different bonds, but can do nothing to the exact level of a bond’s liquidity cost. 
This paper, using the LDV model proposed by Lesmond, Ogden and Trzcinka (1999), 
makes an analysis on the liquidity of corporate bonds and the treasury bonds traded in the 
Shanghai Exchange, and finds the treasury bonds are more liquid than corporate bonds 
traded in the Shanghai Exchange. The results indicate that it’s necessary to pay attention to 
the real environments such as trading system and investors when using the LDV model to 
estimate the liquidity of the corporate bonds and treasury bonds traded in the Shanghai 
Exchange. Only one index can hardly measure the liquidity of Shanghai Exchange bond 
market properly. 
This paper first reviews the literature about bond market liquidity domestic and abroad 
and points out that a good liquidity measure must possess the characters of endogenesis and 
wide adaption. Next I sum up the liquidity of china’s bond market from 2005 to 2007 in 
three terms of trading location, bond category and bond term. 
Then, with the LDV model, I employ the closing price and trading volume data of the 
corporate bonds and treasury bonds traded in the Shanghai Exchange to estimate the 
endogenous liquidity index: round-trip transaction cost. I compare the liquidity measure of 
round-trip transaction cost with that of zero return, and point out that according to different 
conditions it’s more proper to use different liquidity measures synthetically. In the last, I 
point out the innovations and the directions of further research concerned this paper. 
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债券市场的比例很小（2007 年存量为 4422.10 亿元，占整个债券市场存量的
3.6%）。这一融资偏好次序与公司金融理论恰恰相反，不利于公司价值的 大化，
同时频繁地增发也损害了投资人的利益。我国的债券市场主要呈现国债、央票和







































































































Glodstein and Martin (2001)
[1]

















险部分是时变的，与债券特有的非流动性测度（measures of bond-specific 
illiquidity）和债券—市场流动性的宏观测度（Macroeconomic measures of 








spread）、实际价差（real spread）和有效价差（effective spread）。 




都是决定实现买卖价差（realized bid-ask spread）的重要指标。Lesmond, Ogden 
and Trzcinka (1999)
[3]











































该具有内生性和应用上的广泛性。本文拟采用 Lesmond, Ogden and Trzcinka 
(1999)
[3]
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